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An actual investigation into the sell-out of the only site of industrial archaeology in Rome.

This story played out against a seemingly politically-correct backdrop that claims respect for 
landscape and environment while waging war against overbuilding. Its unwilling and unlucky hero 
is the early 20th-century industrial area of Rome and specifically its inland port and the facilities 
facing the Tiber River. What remains today is a portion of the old complex’s front – a 1919 project 
by architect Tullio Passarelli – that stands isolated below the billowing new condos in “Greater 
London on the Thames” style. By the way, the latter exceed the planning values of the area’s 
intensive building in terms of ratio constructible volume/land surface. Openly contradicting the 
master plan displayed on the large billboards, the 5- and 6-storey high-end apartment blocks were 
transformed in 9 and 11 storeys respectively – and certainly authorized via a variant.
It all began in 1999, when Studio Racheli was assigned the task of drawing a project for the 
restoration and renewal of the existing buildings of the former industrial complex, known as Porto 
Fluviale, that did not foresee any demolition whatsoever.
Such course of action was stopped in 2002, in spite of the planning permission already obtained.
In 2005, an agreement between the town council and the group Navarra-Salviotti (“Roma Docks 
srl”) foresaw the conveyance of the complex to the latter a well as demolitions and construction of 
residential buildings. Worthless were the appeals from corporations and institutions, such as the 
Latium section of AIPAI (Italian association for the archaeological industrial heritage) and CeDOT 
(roma Tre University Centre of documentation and territory observation). On the contrary, an 
inappropriate programme agreement relative to the Ostiense-Testaccio zone (town council ruling of 
January 12, 2005) envisaged that the archaeological industrial complex be razed to the ground. 
So this was the fate of the port’s stores, the 1921 silo, and the 1940’s enlargements. On top of this, 
during the 2009 construction excavation the remains of an ancient Roman settlement inevitably 
resurfaced, including a necropolis, masonry, and mosaics, some of which dating back to the 2nd 
century BCE. The find only stopped temporarily what has become an unprecedented real estate 
operation in a fairly central area of the city, visited in 2015 by the mayor Marino in grand style, 
while the identity of the existing city does certainly not need demolitions and luxury apartment 
blocks but solid supervisory bodies for an effective protection of the urban landscape. Ultimately, 
this is what the town council Department responsible for the environment and historical buildings 
could and should have done, while it suddenly changed its mind and allowed further building over 
an archaeological area that had been the object of studies and public funds.


